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Nancy Caselli at our motocross event
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MOTOCROSS! Sunday, July 20th, was our annual motocross event at Quail
Canyon and it was also Round 6 of the AMA So Cal MX Series. We hosted an
awesome event that attracted 236 entries, which is a good number these days
and is 40 more than we had last year.
This event has always been a fund raiser to help send Kurt Caselli and the
American World Trophy Team to the Six Days, and now it is a fund raiser for
the Kurt Caselli Rider Safety Foundation. Nancy Caselli was there and spoke
with everybody about the foundation and the work they are doing, and a great
many items were auctioned-off. It must be said that this event was a success.
We have been lucky the four years previous to this in terms of the weather as
we have avoided killer heat. Sometimes Quail Canyon is 105 degrees in the
shade during the summer and this year we got… cloud cover with a breeze!
Again! It even drizzled on Saturday afternoon and the track conditions were
most desirable - more loam and traction than usual, ya gotta love it. We rode
practice Saturday during the day and track prep that evening made it even
better.
Pot luck dinner! Thank you to our chefs and everybody who brought a side
dish to the pot luck, it was most tasty. To all of our members who were not
there - you missed it. Our motocross event went very well and thank you to
everyone who came out and helped. There were more racers bumping into
each other and falling down compared to what we normally see, but nothing
serious and no real injuries.
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CLUB MEETINGS: Our next three club meetings will be Tuesday evening,
September 9, October 7 and October 21. Kurt’s Clubhouse can be found at
4100 Stevely Avenue, Lakewood CA 90713.
Next club newsletter will be mailed October 7, will have info about our GP in
November, and please see pin-up calendar for what happens when. The new
‘Sky Shot Triple’ section of the motocross track will be completed by then, so
we are guessing that you will be there to help us work the event.
Can’t make it? Be advised that Wildman Domestic Research Labs will soon be
testing which wakes people up from a sound sleep at 3:00 am quicker, a twostroke or a four-stroke? Wildman tells us that the first test group will be
unsuspecting homeowners.
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Our motocross event scoring crew - from left to right - Nancy Rauen, Anna
Hintz, Brooke Levine, Nikki Tweet, Dana Slater, and Ted Tweet

Caution flaggers at the top of the track - Hoser Steve, Steve Cole, and
Kurt Hintz
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HERO POINTS: Nancy Caselli presented us with a considerable donation back
in April and we will use these funds for a trick EZ-UP type shade assembly or
something of that nature. Thank you to Nancy for that and also thank you to
Mike Carlsen for his recent postage donation.
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Race action at our motocross event

INSERTS: We have two inserts this month, one from President Steve and also
the event flyer for the Shamrocks desert event at the Slash X at the end of
September. Steve’s letter summarizes our motocross event and discusses
our upcoming GP, and the Shamrocks event is well worth going to and a lot of
fun. The Slash X is running wide-open and serving up great burgers and other
good stuff.

Sizzled,

Tom Marshall
PO Box BB
Pine Mountain CA 93222
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